
EZBIS created a built-in automated reminder system that will create additional revenue by minimizing the

number of missed appointments by forgetful patients. All you do is schedule the appointments and the

EZBIS software does the rest!

How it Works

First, decide phrasing of the messages for your voice, text and email reminders (starter templates are

included). Next, determine how far in advance each of the reminder types should be sent to patients. The

lead-time is separate for reminder type. For example, you may want reminders to be sent three daysemail

prior to the appointment, to be made one day before the appointment andvoice phone calls text messages

to be sent 90 minutes in advance of the appointment. Finally, select how you want to remind each patient.

You can choose for the reminder

call to be made to a home or cell

phone, and send email and cell

phone text message reminders. In your practice, you probably have some patients that never miss

appointments and others who need to be reminded. You can enable reminders for all of your patients or

only for those that visit infrequently or need to be reminded.

Now, use your appointment system as you normally do. No extra steps are necessary. The appointment

reminders are sent automatically, as scheduled, based on your lead-time preferences. That’s it!

EZBIS Appointment Reminders

Reduce your no-show appointments by reminding patients with automated phone calls, cell phone
text messages (SMS) and email.



What the Patient Experiences

When an appointment reminder call is made, the

patient hears a text-to-speech (computer-

generated) recorded message

reminding him or her of the

upcoming appointment. The

patient can press buttons on the

phone to confirm appointment and

choose other options. Email

messages to patients are

professional-looking and can be modified for your

practice.  Cell phone text messages can be sent

shortly before the time of the appointment for a

convenient courtesy reminder. For all three types of

reminders, the content of the reminders are

completely customizable to meet your own needs.

Recall Reminders

In addition to reminding patients about their

upcoming appointments, you can also send recall

reminders for missed appointments. These are

phone calls, text messages or email messages that

go out after a patient has missed an appointment,

to help you to re-capture the office visit. You can set

up your recall reminders to go out immediately as

soon as the patient is late, after 30 minutes, or any

length of time you choose. The recall reminders

can have a different message, letting the patient

know that he or she has missed an appointment.

Immediate, On-Demand Reminders

Sometimes, you may want to remind patients who

don’t receive regularly scheduled reminders. For

any “Send aappointment, you can choose to

Reminder Now” and choose what kind of reminder

type it should be.

Status of your Reminders

At any time, you can view the status of the reminder

calls by viewing the appointment ledger. You can

also see the status on the book view, by hovering

your mouse pointer over an appointment or by

editing an appointment to view its details.

Status information shows whether a reminder has

been sent yet, if a patient confirmed an

appointment, requested that the appointment be

rescheduled, and other status messages.

Low Cost Reminder Solution

EZBIS appointment reminders provide an excellent

return-on-investment, by reducing labor costs,

improving office efficiency and virtually eliminating

no-shows and cancellations!

�No hardware purchase

�No hidden fees

�No set-up fees

�Cancel the service anytime

How to Get Started

To start using the new automated appointment

reminder service, simply call EZBIS to enroll. We’ll

get you started with the quick sign-up process. You

will need EZBIS Office version 10.0 or higher and a

broadband Internet connection. You also need one

computer in your office to function as the reminder

“server”. That computer must remain on

continuously, with internet connectivity, for

reminders to be sent when scheduled.
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Call today to sign-up!

(800) 445-7816
E Z BIS

Placing Information at the Professional’s Fingertips
Email: · Visit our website:info@ezbis.com www.ezbis.com

Reminder Rates

1-750 reminders per month................$0.20 (ea)
751-1200 reminders per month:.........$0.18 (ea)
Over 1200 reminders per month.........$0.16 (ea)
Minimum monthly charge.................$10.00


